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GALE Pacific Launches Commercial DualShade® 350 Globally 
A Game-Changer for the Architectural Shade Fabric Market 

 
Braeside Victoria and Altamonte Springs, Fla. (July 8, 2019) – GALE Pacific (ASX: GAP) today 
launched Commercial DualShade® 350, a revolutionary new architectural shade fabric designed 
and manufactured by GALE Pacific. 
 
Design and performance come together in a beautiful, high performing new fabric that is 
Commercial DualShade® 350. “The unique aesthetic of this fabric is only surpassed by its 
performance,” said Andrew Nasarczyk, Senior Manager, Research & Development. “DualShade 
350 offers maximum durability and superior dimensional stability achieved through our 
proprietary knit pattern.” 
 
This new fabric is made using a patent pending knit pattern and features a single color on one 
side and a complementary color on the opposite side. These two different color yarns are 
combined to form a single, dual-colored fabric that produces a shimmery, iridescent effect 
when used in a tension structure. 
 
GALE designed an array of twelve color combinations that come together in three beautiful and 
alluring collections – Brilliant, Destination and Terrafirma 
 
“This new fabric is truly innovative and game-changing,” said John Paul Marcantonio, President, 
Americas and Global Innovation Organization. “Whether you’re creating a structure for a 
school, playground, office building, hospital, or sports complex, there is a DualShade 350 color 
combination to match any environment with a unique design.” 
 
This architectural shade fabric offers the ultimate combination of sun protection, strength, and 
durability and is backed by a full 10-year warranty against UV degradation. It is made of high-
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quality breathable knitted fabric that allows a breeze to flow through keeping environments 
cool and comfortable, which is ideal when using tension structures and shade sails. 
 
You can learn more about Commercial DualShade® 350 and see the fabric in person at the 
upcoming Industrial Fabrics Association International (IFAI) tradeshow at the Orange County 
Convention Center in Orlando, Fla. October 1 – 4, 2019 stationed at booth 2159. 
 
About GALE Pacific 
GALE Pacific, the inventors of HDPE shade cloth, is one of the largest and most innovative manufacturers 
of technically advanced outdoor polymer fabrics and value-added products in the world. Publicly traded 
on the ASX, the company, and its Board of Directors, operate under the highest standards of corporate 
governance.  GALE produces a portfolio of market-leading products that are considered benchmarks 
within the industry – including Commercial 95®, Landmark®, and Canvacon®, among many others.  With 
headquarters in Braeside Victoria, GALE is also a manufacturer of retail products in the home 
improvement industry; brands include Coolaroo® and Zone Interiors. For more information visit 
https://www.galecommercial.com 
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